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Abstract 
To every linear extension L of a poset P = (P. < ) we associate a 0, l-vector x =x(L) with 
xc = 1 if and only if e is preceded by a jump in L or e is the first element in L. Let the setup 
polyhedron .Y = conv{x(l): L E U(P)} be the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all linear 
extensions of P. For the case of series-parallel posets we solve the optimization problem over 
.Y and give a linear description of 9. 
Kr~wurd~: Jump number; Bump number; Setup problem; Polyhedral combinatorics; Series- 
parallel pose& 
1. Introduction 
Let P = (P, < ) be a partially ordered set (poset) on n elements. A Zineur extension 
L=e 1 . . . e, of P is a total ordering of the elements of P which respects the partial 
ordering of P, i.e. ei <ej in P implies i <j. A pair (e;_l,e;) of consecutive elements 
in L is called a jump, if ei_l and e, are incomparable (or parallel) in P, otherwise the 
pair is called a bump. By Y(P) we denote the set of all linear extensions of P. To 
every linear extension L of P we associate a 0, l-vector x =x(L) E R” with x, = 1 if 
and only if e is preceded by a jump in .L or e is the first element in L. Obviously, this 
mapping is not injective. Furthermore, it is a priori not clear how difficult the incidence 
recocqnition problem is: Given a poset P and a vector x E (0, 1 }“, does the set U(P) 
contain a linear extension L with x(L) =x? 
Let the setup polyhedron .Y =conv{x(L): L E Y(P)} be the convex hull of the 
incidence vectors of all linear extensions of P. Optimizing over <Y, i.e. for a given 
c E Q” solving 
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Fig. 1. P={,v>x,x<u,x<w,o<~}, c,=cL = I, +=2, c,+ =-2, 
is a natural generalization of the jump number problem (with c = 1) (cf., e.g., [ 1, 2, 91) 
as well as the bump number problem (with c = -1) [5-71. The case of nonnegative c 
is exactly the weighted jump number problem introduced in [4]. 
Even the case of arbitrary c has an interesting application in instruction scheduling 
on modern CPUs. Given an acyclic digraph of instructions it is the goal to find an 
instruction sequence (a linear ordering) which minimizes the total completion time. We 
give positive weights to instructions which can be pipelined with their predecessors. 
Negative weights are given to instructions covering conditional statements or load/store 
operations and serve as a reward to fill delay slots and replace idle operations (NOPs 
or Stalls) by some useful instructions. 
The optimization problem with nonnegative c for series-parallel posets (in fact, 
N-free posets) can be solved greedily by starting with an arbitrary first element and 
continuing with a most expensive element covering the last chosen element (if it is 
possible), see [3, 4, IO]. This is no longer true for series-parallel posets and arbitrary c. 
In the example above (Fig. l), L = (x~lrw) is the greedy linear extension of cost 2, 
while L’ = (xz~]y]w) is the optimal linear extension of cost 1. 
For the case of series-parallel posets we solve the optimization problem with 
arbitrary c in Section 3. Using these results we give a linear description of the setup 
polyhedron Y in Section 4. The incidence recognition problem then reduces to the 
feasibility problem w.r.t. Y. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let P = (P, < ) be a partially ordered set (poset), i.e. < is an asymmetric, irreflexive 
and transitive relation on P x P. Two elements e and f of P are parallel to each other, 
denoted e]l f, if neither e <f nor e > f holds. An antichain A is a subset of P whose 
elements are pairwise parallel. By Min(P) we denote the set of minimal elements of P. 
Let SC P and e E P. If e1l.f holds for all elements f E S, we write e(lS for short. As 
usually, if x E R”, then x(S) = CrES x,. 
Given two disjoint posets (PI, < 1) and (Pz, ~2) we define two compositions on 
P, u P2: 
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Prrrullel composition: P = Pi // P2, 
X<J if 
x <I y and x, y E PI, 
x <z y and .u,y E P2. 
Series composition: P = Pi -5 PI, 
( 
x <I y and x,yEPl, 
x<y if x ~2 y and x,yEP2, 
XEPI, y E P2. 
A poset is series-purullel if it can be constructed inductively from single elements 
by applying parallel and series compositions. Equivalently, a poset is series-parallel if 
no four elements induce an N (cf. [S]). Four elements a, b,c,d of P induce an N if 
a <b, b > c and c <d are the only comparabilities among them. Series-parallel posets 
can be represented by their (binary) composition tree T(P) as follows. The leafs of 
T(P) are the elements of P. Every inner node is labeled either c-3 (series) or I] (parallel) 
and denotes the composition type of the subposets given by the two subtrees at the 
inner node. 
A conuex set CC P is a subset which contains with x, y E C all elements z E P 
satisfying x <z < y. A convex set C is called series-reducible, if C =A 83 B consists 
of two series components. The series-reducible convex set C = A &B is bipmtite, if A 
and B are antichains. We call C maximal, if C is not contained in a larger bipartite 
series-reducible convex set. 
3. Solving the setup problem for series-parallel posets 
Let P be a series-parallel poset and T(P) its composition tree. Let (A;, B;), 1 < i < r 
be the family of maximal bipartite series-reducible convex sets of P. Every pair (A,, B,) 
belongs to exactly one @-node of T(P), namely, Ai is the set of maximal elements of 
the lower subposet and Bi is the set of minimal elements of the upper subposet. Hence, 
every element e in P which is not minimal in P belongs to exactly one antichain B;, 
and these antichains are pairwise disjoint. 
For every linear extension L of P with incidence vector x(L) clearly 
x(B;)= (B,I - 1 or x(B,)= lB;l (2) 
holds, for every 1 < i < r. In the second case the bump to B, is broken, which means 
the last element of Ai in L is succeeded by an element ,fllAi (and hence, J‘IlBi). This 
observation motivates the following construction of a weighted bipartite graph given 
c E 62”. First, to every element e E P we introduce two nodes e, e’ connected by an 
edge with weight c,. We spend three nodes b;, u,, ci for every pair (A,, B;), connected 
by an edge from bi to u, and an edge from ui to ci both of weight zero. Then we 
connect bi with all nodes corresponding to elements fliB;, each edge of weight cf. 
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Fig. 2. The construction of G(P). 
Oi will be connected to all nodes corresponding to elements e E Bi, these edges have 
weight zero, too (see Fig. 2). 
So, for the series-parallel poset P and c E Q”, let G = G(P) = ( V,E) be the associated 
weighted bipartite graph with node set 
V={b, ,..., b,}U{ul,..., u,}U{tl~ ,..., v,}U{e: eEP}U{e’: eEP} 
and edge set 
E= {biui: 1 < i 6 r} U {LQU~: 1 < i 6 Y} U {vie: eE Bi} 
U{&e: ellBi} U {ee’: e E P} 
and weights 
W(bjUi) = W(UiVi) = w(uie) = 0, W(bie) = w(ee’) = C,, l<i<r, eEP. 
The next theorem gives the main idea of the algorithm. To break the bump to Bi we 
have to reserve an element ellBi, otherwise we have to determine the unique element 
of Bi which is not preceded by a jump. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a series-parallel poset, c E Q” and G = G(P) the associated 
weighted bipartite graph. Then every linear extension L of P induces a matching M 
of G with c(L) = w(M) such that 
bi, ui, z’,, 1 6 i < r, and all e E P are matched. (3) 
Conversely, for every matching A4 of G satisfying (3) there exists at least one linear 
extension L of P with c(L) = w(M). 
If ZQU; EM, then bie must be in M for an ellBi. Note that we do not claim that e 
will be actually used to break the bump to Bi. 
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The matching problem with side constraints (3) is solvable in polynomial time, either 
by observing that the linear description of the side-constrained matching polytope still 
has a totally unimodular matrix, or by modifying a combinatorial matching algorithm 
appropriately. 
Proof. 1. Let L be a linear extension of P. If e E B, is not preceded by a jump in L, 
we match bi with ui and I‘, with e. If the last element e E A, in L is followed by a 
jump to, say ,f, we match bi with J‘ and ui with r;. In this case, every element of B, is 
preceded by a jump. Finally we match all unmatched elements e with their copies e’. 
NOW M satisfies condition (3), and w(M) = xrtP C, - c, bumaed c, = c(L). 
2. Let M be a matching of G satisfying condition (3). Let ‘x, = 0 for all c,e E M 
and x, = 1 otherwise. Using the composition tree, we will iteratively construct sub- 
posets P’ along with one of their linear extensions L’. If P’ is such a subposet 
and B, C P’\Min(P’), we call B; estrrnull~~ matched (w.r.t. P’) if b,e EM for some 
e E P\P’. If L’ is a linear extension of P’, we say that an element e E B, is a _fhlse 
hump if x(L’)<> = 0 and x, = 1. A minimal element e of P’ is a j&r jump if x(L’), = 1 
and X, = 0. Observe that P’ can have at most one false jump and any B, C P’\Min(P’) 
has at most one false bump. 
In the process we will preserve the following two invariants: If e E B, is a false 
bump, then R, is externally matched. If e is a false jump, then e is the first element 
of L’. With P’ = P we have x(L) =.x and we are done. 
If P’ = {e) is a leaf of P, let L’ = e and the claim obviously holds. Otherwise P’ is 
a composition of two subposets PI and Pz. Let LI and LZ be the linear extensions of 
PI and PZ we have constructed so far. 
(i) P’ = PI 3 P2. Let L’ = LlLz be the concatenation of LI and L2. By induction 
hypothesis, the only element we have to worry about is the first element e of Lz. 
If X, = 0, everything is fine. If not, let B, be the set of minimal elements of Pl. Then 
xf = 1 for every f E Bi. Since q < f for every g E PI and ,f‘ E B, and no 9 E P2\Bj is 
parallel to the whole set B,, B, must be externally matched (w.r.t. P’). 
(ii) P’ = PI l(P2. If P’ contains a minimal element e with I, = 0, then e is a false 
jump in either LI or Lz. In this case L’ has to start with e. 
We introduce labels to show that the linear extensions LI and L2 can be broken and 
merged into L’ in the right way. If e E Bi C PI is a false bump and bif EM for an 
element ,f E PI, we label both e and ,f with “break” (x, =.rf = 1). We do the same 
operation for P2, respectively. The number of labelled elements in PI and P2 is the 
same since M is a matching. By “breaking” the linear extensions LI and L2 just before 
the labelled elements we get blocks of consecutive elements of PI and P2. 
The numbers nl and n2 of blocks obtained from LI and L2 differ by at most one 
(depending on the first elements in L1 and Lz). If nl #nz, say nl =n2 - 1, then the 
first element in L1 has a “break” label and thus could not be a false jump in LI. Hence 
one can construct L’ by taking alternatively a block of LI and a block of L2, starting 
with the block containing the false jump (if any) of L’ or by the first block of the 
linear extension with the larger number of blocks. 0 
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4. The setup polyhedron of series-parallel posets 
Throughout this section let P be a series-parallel poset, (A;,Bi), 1 < i 6 r be the 
family of maximal bipartite series-reducible convex sets of P and Y = conv{x(l): L E 
2(P)} be the setup polyhedron of P. The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 2. Let x E Y. Then 
0 6 x, < 1 for all e E P, 
x, = 1 for all minimal e E P, 
x(Bj)#-1 foralll<i<r 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
holds 
As mentioned before, if x(Bi) = IBil, then there must be one element ell& with 
x, = 1 which breaks the bump to Bi. Setting Ci = {e: el(Bi}, we can formulate the last 
sentence as 
x(Bi) -x(G) d I& - I(i 
We want to generalize this condition. Therefore we consider unions B, = lJi,, Bi, 
ZC{l,..., Y} and define C, as UiE, Ci. In general, BI and C, are not necessarily 
disjoint. 
Lemma 3. Let XES? Then jtir all ZC{l,..., r} 
x(B/) -x(G) d lB11 - III 
holds. 
(7) 
Proof. Let L be a linear extension of P with x =x(L), and A4 be the corresponding 
matching. If i E I and x(Bi) = IBJ, then bie E A4 for an e E Ci and x, = 1. Let Cf be 
the union of the elements matched by the hi’s corresponding to Bi’S with X(Bi) = IBil 
and i E I. Cf C CI and for the remaining i in Z x(Bi) = IBil - 1 holds. Thus x(B,) 
-x(C:)= Ci,,(JBiI - l)=IB,l - /II follows. 0 
Theorem 4. Let P be a series-parallel poset. Then the setup polyhedron Y= 
conv{x(L): L E S!(P)} y’ IS men by the linear inequalities (4)-(7). 
Proof. Let 9” be the polyhedron defined by the inequalities (4)-(7). We have already 
shown 9 C 9’. To see the reverse inclusion, we show that for every x in Y’ there 
is at least one y in the restricted matching polytope of G(P) (i.e. satisfying condition 
(3)) with cx = w(y) for all c E UIY. The matching polytope is integral. Hence for every 
fractional y there exists an integral y’ with w(y’) d w(y). Pulling y’ back by the 
corresponding linear extension of P, gives an integral x’ with cx’ < cx. Hence, 9’ 
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is integral, and for every vertex x there is at least one linear extension L of P with 
x=x(L). 
Let x E 9’ (we may assume x is rational) and G = G(P), the associated bipar- 
tite graph. We construct a fractional matching y E Q’ satisfying condition (3). Let 
.V(i‘) = &I. .YlYV. 
In the first step we set y,.,, = 1 - x, for all e E P, Y!,,~, = 1 - CrEP y,.,, and JJ~,~,, = 
1 - li,I,. 
In the second step we have to distribute the values x, among the edges of type bie 
and ee’ such that y(h,) = I for 1 < i < Y and y(e) = 1 for all e E P holds. Then y is 
valid in the matching polytope with condition (3), and w(y) = cx for all c E Q”. 
It is sufficient to show the existence of a fractional matching in the bipartite graph 
induced by {b;: 1 6 i < r} U {e: e E P} such that (in this graph) y(bi) = 1 - JJ~,~,, for 
all i and y(e) 6 x, for all e holds. Edges of type ee’ in G(P) will then get the missing 
values to achieve y(e) = 1 for all e. 
Given any bipartite Graph (I$ U h,E), then by Konig-Hall’s Theorem there exists a 
matching satisfying Vi if and only if 1 WI < IN( W)l for all W C: 6, where iV( W) is the 
subset of nodes in V2 adjacent to IV. The result extends to the case with rational node 
capacities c (multiply all capacities by a constant in order to obtain integral capacities, 
and copy each node as many times as its capacity). In our case a desired matching 
exists if and only if c(B,) 6 c(N(B,)) for all B, c{bl,. .,/I,.}, where c(S) is the sum 
of the capacities of the nodes in S. 
We have e(N(B~))=x(c/) and c(BI)= C,,,(l - ~t,,~,)= CiE,(x(B;) - lB,( + I)= 
x(81) - (B,l + 111. Thus c(B,) 6 c(N(B,)) if and only if x(B,) - x(C,) < lB,l - II] 
which is precisely requirement (7). 0 
From the proof of Theorem 4 it is clear how to solve the separation problem 
(and hence, the incidence recognition problem) for series-parallel posets in polynomial 
time. 
Theorem 5. Let P = PO $ PI @. . .8fk be u series-purullel posrt such thut no subposet 
P, is series-decomposable. The dimension qf’the setup polyhedron Y= conv{x(L): L E 
-V(P)} equuls IPI - lMin(P)l -k. 
Proof. We define an auxiliary polytope Y= conv{,y(L): L E Y(P)} where y(L), = 1 
if and only if e is preceded by a jump in L. Our goal is to prove dim r= lPl - k - I 
and dimY= IPI - k - IMin(P S’ mce y(Bi) = lB;l - I for every B; without parallel 
elements and y(Min(P))= (Min(P)I - 1 holds, we have dim9 6 lPI - k - 1 and 
dim 5” 6 IPI -k- IMin(P By induction on IPI we now show the existence of at least 
IPl - k linear extensions L of P whose y-incidence vectors are affinely independent 
and IPI - k - IMin( + 1 linear extensions L of P whose x-incidence vectors are 
affinely independent. The induction start IP( = 1 is trivial. In the induction step let P 
be the composition of two subposets PI = PO, 1 e . . 9 Pi-,,, and PI = PO,J 9: . -2 Pk,,z. 
By induction hypothesis there are /PI / - kl linear extensions of PI and IPz / - k2 linear 
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extensions of Pz whose y-incidence vectors are affinely independent. Let these sets of 
linear extensions be Si and S,. 
Let P = PI CB Pz. The concatenations LI L for LI fixed, L running through the lP2 I- k2 
linear extensions of Pz, and LL2 for L2 fixed, L running through the lP,( - k, - 1 
linear extensions of PI except LI, have affinely independent y-incidence vectors. This 
proves the claim for F (observe that k = k, + k2 + 1) and the claim for Y follows 
similarly. 
Let P = PI llP2. We fix two linear extensions LI E S, and L2 E &. In any linear exten- 
sion of Pl, the minimal elements of Pi,,, 1 < i < kl must have a bump. These bumps 
can be broken by inserting L2. The analogous bumps in any linear extension of P2 can 
be broken by inserting L1. Hence, we consider the following (P2 I - k2 + I PI I - kl + kl + k2 
linear extensions of P: 
L LI for all L E S2, 
L ‘52 for all L E S1, 
Lf LzLf for k, series-compositions of LI, 
LlLILi for k2 series-compositions of Lz. 
Assume the y-incidence vector of one of these linear extensions is in the affine hull 
of the y-incidence vectors of the remaining linear extensions, say y(L’) = c &y(Li) 
with C i&i = 1. Each of the last kl + k2 linear extensions above have a unique antichain 
Bi without bump (y(Bi) = IB, I) which has a bump in all the other linear extensions 
(y(&)=IL+l), so none of these kl +k2 linear extensions can be L’ or have a %, # 0. 
Suppose Y(LILI ) = CL,ESZ\LI Aiy(LiLI ) + CLrES, ijy(LjL2) with C j+ + C ibj = 1 for 
some Li E & (L, ES,, L2 E &). The sum of the entries of the minimal elements of PZ in 
each of y(LiL,) and y(LiL,) for all Li ESZ\L~ equals IMin( - 1, whereas this sum 
equals IMin( in y(LiL2) for all Lj E S1. It follows that C 3,; = 1 and c iv = 0. But 
by induction hypothesis the first lP21 - k2 linear extensions have affinely independent 
y-incidence vectors, which gives a contradiction. This proves the claim for .Y. The 
claim for 9’ follows along the same lines. 0 
Theorem 6. Let P be a series-parallel poset. The convex hull Ymin = conv{x(L): 
L E 2’(P), s(L) = s(P)} of’ th e incidence vectors of the jump-number minimal linear 
extensions of P is given by the linear inequalities (4), (5) and (6), und the 
equality 
x(P)=n -r. (8) 
Proof. The equations (4)-(6) and (8) describe the polyhedron of the matroid bases 
in [4]. 0 
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